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CONCLUSIONS 
•  Data independent acquisition strategies afford a robust, generic approach which generate rich, comprehensive datasets amenable to automated analysis such as contaminant screening. 

•  On ion mobility enabled instruments, HDMSE experiments enable clean up of data in more complex matrices via drift time correlation of precursor and of product ions. 

•  On non-ion mobility instruments, as well as established strategies such as MSE, swept scan approaches such as SONAR— while primarily targeted for ‘omics experiments—do offer the scope for an 
intermediate level of specificity between MSE and targeted MSMS. To this end, the next steps should be to perform a validation to establish SONAR as a fit for purpose method for contaminant screening.  
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METHODS 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Some people call them Non-Targeted acquisitions, some Data Independent Acquisitions (DIA). What does Non–Targeted screening mean to you?   

Here, we discuss the use of a novel DIA method, SONAR, where precursor and product ion data are acquired with a sliding quadrupole window. We compare results of a SONAR acquisition, developed primarily for 

’omic’ experiments, to traditional DIA acquisition strategies such as full scan low and high collision energy acquisition (MSE[1]), and its ion-mobility enhanced variant (HDMSE) for use in contaminant screening.  

 

 (A) SONAR acquisition 
schematic. Consists of 1 scan 
at a high collision energy (CE) 
followed by another at low CE. 
During each period the 
quadrupole is swept over a 
predetermined mass range, 
with a defined mass window.  
 
(B) Schematic of the scanning 
quadrupole and alignment of 
the precursor and fragment 
ions.  

New DIA strategies like SONAR bridge the gap between selectivity 
(specificity), speed and sensitivity. Where do different or your 

acquisition methods fit? 
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